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Welcome to 
Vejle Sports School
Personal development and social 
life
We believe that sports can be part of your 
personal development. To us, sports is 
also one of the best ways to spend time 
together, and it is an icebreaker when 
getting to know people.

Sport takes up much of the lessons, but 
discussions, creativity and general know-
ledge subjects are also an important part 
of the curriculum. And after class we get 
together for many social activities.

Danish Sports School
Vejle Sports School is a Danish Folk High 
School.We offer non-formal education as 
a boarding school where you sleep, eat, 
study and spend your spare time at the 
school with the rest of the 150 students.

The length of a typical stay is 4 or 5 
months. About 1/5 of the school students 
come from other countries than Denmark. 

The school language is Danish, but our 
international students can follow the 
classes in English.

Prepare for challenges, sweat, teamwork, 
social activity and an experience for life. 
We look forward to seeing you!

Ole Damgaard  
Headmaster



FITNESSBALL GAMES
FITNESS 360 CARDIO ATTACK
CROSSFITNESS, BOXING & 
SPINNING BODY & MIND
FUNCTIONAL TRAINING YOGA
STRENGTH TRAINING DANCE
FITNESS TEAM TRAINING 
FITNESS INSTRUCTOR
TEST & TRAINING BOOTCAMP
NUTRITION & METABOLISM

Our classes are grouped by fields of 
interest below as an example of what 
classes you can combine within a 
specific field. 

However, you are free to mix and 
match the classes across the subject 
fields according to your individual 
wishes.

HANDBALL BASKETBALL
FOOTBALL MULTISPORTS
BADMINTON & RACKET SPORTS
VOLLEYBALL & BEACH VOLLEY-
BALL FUTSAL TEAMPLAYER

SUBJECT FIELDS
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MINDEDNESS

YOGA
PSYCHOLOGY SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY 
BODY & MIND YOSURF’N’CLIMB
INTERVAL, PACE & DISTANCE 
RUNNING PERSONAL POWER
FUNCTIONAL TRAINING
NUTRITION & METABOLISM

OUTDOOR
INTERVAL, PACE & DISTANCE 
RUNNING ADVENTURERACING 
TOUGHEST TEST & TRAINING 
SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY 
TRIATHLON
NUTRITION & METABOLISM
TRAIL RUNNING, OCR & MTB

ENDURANCE

ADVENTURERACING
YOSURF’N’CLIMB
SEA KAYAKING ADVENTURE 360
TOUGHEST OUTDOOR LIFE  
TRAIL RUNNING, OCR & MTB 
OUTDOOR INSTRUCTOR
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At Vejle Sports School you can 
customize your stay according to 
your dreams and your calendar.
You can pick and choose your 
favourite classes.
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Course start
If you don’t speak Danish, you can sign up for two courses 
per year:

• August – December (19 weeks)
• January – June (24 weeks)

It is possible for you to extend your stay to the succeeding 
course to stay a whole year, if we have spots available.

Combine your classes
You adapt your timetable according to your interests.
For each course you choose:

• Up to 4 different sports classes (19 weeks) 
   Up to 6 different sports classes (24 weeks)
• Two competency classes
•  1 inspiration class

On the following pages you can read more about the
classes and see which periods you are able to follow your 
favourite classes. 

COMBINE YOUR CLASSES
The sports classes are about the joy of sports with 
challenges for both beginners and advanced athletes. 
Most of the time you will practise sports, but there will 
also be some theoretical classes and an opportunity to 
take instructor’s courses.

The competency classes are active classes, but 
also contain theory. You will obtain competencies – either 
for your future work life, your studies or personal compe-
tencies for life in general.

The inspiration classes will provide you with an 
opportunity to discover and practise an extra interest or 
skill.

Danish language classes will give you a good 
opportunity to learn the Danish language or improve 
your Danish language skills. 

Your timetable will also hold activities and subjects 
that are common for a Danish Folk High School. E.g. 
morning assemblies, lectures, classes and discus-
sions that will inspire you with new inputs. 

The classes vary between teacher presentations, 
group work, practical exercises, and discussions 
of a wide range of topics in a mixture of philosophy, 
psychology, social studies and natural science. You 
will be challenged on your personal stance.

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
7.20 -  7.55 Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast

8.00 -  8.30 Morning assembly Morning assembly Morning assembly Morning assembly Morning assembly

8.30 - 10.00
Team meeting “It’s all about life” 

(Folk high  
school class)

SPORTS   
BLOCK 2

COMPETENCY 
CLASS

SPORTS   
BLOCK 1Singing

Refreshment Refreshment Refreshment Refreshment Refreshment

10.30 - 12.00 SPORTS   
BLOCK 1

COMPETENCY 
CLASS

Student meeting/
cleaning

Folk high  
school class

“It’s all about life” 
(Folk high  
school class)

12.30 - 13.00 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch

14.00 - 15.30
Inspiration 
class

SPORTS   
BLOCK 2

COMPETENCY 
CLASS

SPORTS   
BLOCK 1

SPORTS   
BLOCK 2

Refreshment Refreshment Refreshment Refreshment Refreshment

15.30 - 16.15
Inspiration 
class

Individual training/ 
Studies

Individual training/ 
Studies

Weekend 
meeting

 17.30 Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner

 19.00 Danish language Social activity
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Outdoor 
climbing 

wall

 Disc golf courseBonfire



1   Handball
Handball is characterized by team spirit, fight, discipline and psycho-
logy. With your current level as our starting point we will focus on 
developing your individual skills as a player. Through training and 
matches we will challenge your mental, physical, technical and 
tactical abilities.

2   Basketball
The instruction consists mainly of technical and tactical training along 
with lots of relevant exercises. We will work with team development 
and understanding of the personality and abilities of co-players 
as well as opponents which is important for your performance in 
basketball. Through internal matches we put all of our training to use. 

3   Football
We focus on interaction and team play. Every week we take up 
special themes that will develop you as a person and a football player. 
We invite you into a world of tactics, communication, competition etc. 

4   Yoga
Through yoga we challenge and strengthen your flexibility, balance 
and core muscles. We focus on the balance between body and mind 
through exercises, breathing and presence.

5   Fitness 360
Fitness 360 consists of many different appetizers from the fitness 
world. From individual strength training to different types of group 
training like TRX, step, larges gym balls, redondo balls, indoor cycling, 
crossfitness and a lot more. 

6  Cardio Attack
You will improve your fitness through different types of interval trai-
ning. The classes consist of different types of HIIT, indoor cycling and 
boxing training. We promise classes with lots of speed and focus on 
pulse, power, sweat and positive aggression.

SPORTS BLOCK 1
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CLASSES

7   Bootcamp
Bootcamp is about improving your physical fitness and
your explosive endurance through interval- and high
intensity training. You will be introduced to efficient ways
to get in shape and burn energy efficiently. We will vary the 
training with different elements of e.g. HIIT, Tabata, circle 
training in “all-out” intense workouts.

8  Functional training
We put together a mix of functional forms of training. We 
train our muscles and circuit in functional movements with 
focus on strength, endurance and mobility. E.g. with TRX, 
core training, redondo balls, foam rollers, bare foot fitness, 
pilates and dynamic yoga.

9   Strength training
Would you like to learn the correct strength training
techniques and get a more efficient strength training
programme? The instruction includes technical training with 
the most well-known free weight and machine exercises as 
well as putting together programmes and different methods 
of strength training. You will improve your movements, your 
mobility and learn how to transfer your strength to your daily 
life or your sports. 

10  COPS
COPS is short for Coordination, Oxygen (fitness), Power
(sprint, jump), and Strength. You will be tested in the
different disciplines so that you will be able to follow your
progress during the course. (The subject is especially for
students who wish to join the Danish police force, but it is
open to all students.)

11   Adventureracing
Adventureracing is a relatively new sport in Denmark. In
an adventurerace different individual sports disciplines are 
combined into a team sport. We work with disciplines such 
as MTB, climbing activities, cooperation exercises, orien-
teering, kayaking, inline skating and water activities. The 
activities are mixed in mini adventureraces. If you are willing 
to make an effort, we ensure fun challenges whatever your 
level is.

 12 YoSurf’n’Climb
We create a serious HANG LOOSE atmosphere with lots of 
cool relaxed vibes from surfing, climbing and yoga. In the surf 
part wind will blow through your hair as you stand on the surf-
board for the first time and learn how to cross Vejle Fiord. In 
the climbing part we work on several levels and you will learn 
how to secure fellow climbers and plan routes on the climbing 
wall. In our yoga sessions we focus on mobility, balance and 
stability in your core via different forms of yoga; e.g. SUP yoga, 
aerial and hatha yoga. 

 13 Interval, Pace & Distance Running
The classes are for experienced runners as well as beginners. 
Maybe you want to run a faster 5K, or get a better experience 
with a marathon/half marathon? We run around our cinder track 
and the beautiful scenery around the school in different terrains 
and with varying intensity.

Each class is taught 6 lessons a week with
challenges for both beginners and advanced
athletes. Read a short description of the 
classes here and see further information at  
www.vih.dk/en. In the schedule below you 
can see which periods you are able to follow 
your favorite classes. 

Aug - Oct Oct - Dec Jan - Feb Mar - Apr May - June

1 Handball 1 1 1 1
2 Basketball 2 2 2
3 Football 3 3 3 3 3
4 Yoga 4 4 4
5 Fitness 360 5 5
6 Cardio Attack 6 6
7 Bootcamp 7 7
8 Functional training 8 8
9 Strength training 9 9 9 9
10 COPS 10 10 10
11 Adventureracing 11 11 11
12 YoSurf’n’Climb 12 12
13 Interval, pace & distance running 13 13 13
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1   Badminton & racket sports
Badminton and racket sports at VIH focuses on the joy
of racket sports. The goal is to make you a better racket
player and give you psychological insight into the games. 
Besides badminton you will practise squash, tennis, table 
tennis and alternative forms of racket sports. We emphasise an 
intense, motivating and fun practice. 

2   Football
Our focus is to improve your individual abilities. We work
with your technique, coordination and functional strength
to speed up your feet. We will perform tests to let you follow
improvements of your jumping height, technique, speed, 
strength and fitness.

3   Futsal
Futsal is 5 on 5 indoor football played with a special ball that 
does not jump as much as a regular football. The ball lets you
practise tricks, dribbles, and cool details with lots of creativity. 
You get great conditions for developing your individual skills 
while enjoying the high pace and intensity of the game.

4   Volleyball & beach volleyball
Through inspiring game exercises you will develop your 
tactical, technical and physical abilities. You will experience 
intense matches where teamspirit, secure confidence and 
support play an important role. We emphasise enthusiasm 
and joy. Fun is an important key word when developing as a 
volleyball player at VIH.

5  Multisports
In multisports you get to try out many different sports. We try 
ball games, fitness and outdoor activities. You will try sports that 
you have not tried before and you will have influence on which 
types of sports you would like to try.

SPORTS BLOCK 2
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CLASSES

6  Crossfitness
In the crossfitness classes we practise a variety of 
full-body exercises to improve your core strength and 
physical fitness - oftentimes using kettlebells, barbells, 
dumbbells, etc. You will learn many technically difficult 
exercises like e.g. ’Turkish get-ups’, thrusters, double 
unders and handstand pushups which will improve your 
strength, fitness and flexibility.

7  Crossfitness, Spinning & Boxing
Our workouts are filled with intensity, music and great 
energy. We mix crossfitness, spinning and boxing evenly 
to get an allround training in an intense atmosphere. 

8  Strength training
You will learn correct strength training techniques and get a 
more efficient strength training programme. The instruction 
includes technical training with the most well-known free 
weight and machine exercises as well as putting together 
programmes and different methods of strength training. 
 
9   Dance
We will dance up our fitness level and focus on the joy of 
movement as well as on our personal styles. Our choreo-
graphies implement styles such as modern dance, funk, 
street dance and house, but we spice up our instruction 
with other styles as well. We organize the lessons to suit 
everyone no matter what sex, level, ambition etc.

10  Fitness team training
You will be presented with different genres such as 
powerdance, step, bodytoning, aerobics, zumba, combat 
and lots more. We develop choreographies from simple to 
challenging steps. Your level is our starting point. We offer 
an instructor’s certificate as a fitness team trainer that will 
challenge you on choreography, but also personally and 
pedagogically. 

11   Toughest
Do you like a variety of outdoor training, experiences and 
mud? Toughest is about basic training. We practise circle 
training, trail running, obstacle course running among 
many other activities. General fitness and strength trai-
ning are boiled together in one outdoor fitness class.

12 Trail running, Mountainbiking & OCR
We enjoy letting us challenge by the beautiful 
surroundings of the forest. The natural obstacles on the 
forest track or the obstacle course requires technique, 
strength and good fitness. Every obstacle is a personal 
victory, whether you like scaling hills and gradients, if you 
like running or riding downhill or if you like the strategic part 
of the class that requires reading the obstacles correctly.

 13 Triathlon
We focus on running, swimming and biking longer 
distances and try combining the sports in triathlons or 
other races. You will optimise your swimming technique, 

bike adjustment and running style. Together, we set 
goals to gradually increase our amount of training and 
improve our endurance.

14 Sea kayaking
Sea kayaking is your chance to get amazing experi-
ences at sea. Our conditions are optimum with Vejle 
Fjord close by the school. We practise our technique 
in the kayak and go on trips with the chance to spot 
porpoises. Besides, you will become familiar with kayak 
surfing. 

15  Adventure 360
The subject is a mix between technical training and
physical activity with lots of exciting experiences and
challenges in the nature. You will become familiar with
mountainbiking, climbing, inliners and orienteering. 
During the winter quarter we adjust to snow and ice 
with activities such as winter bathing and cross-country 
skiing, weather permitting.

Each class is taught 6 lessons a week with
challenges for both beginners and advanced
athletes. Read a short description of the 
classes here and see further information at  
www.vih.dk/en. In the schedule below you 
can see which periods you are able to follow 
your favorite classes.  

Aug - Oct Oct - Dec Jan - Feb Mar - Apr May - June

1 Badminton & racket sports 1 1 1
2 Football 2 2 2
3 Futsal 3 3
4 Volleyball & beach volleyball 4 4 4
5 Multisports 5 5
6 Crossfitness 6 6 6
7 Crossfitness, Spinning & boxing 7
8 Strength training 8 8
9 Dance 9 9
10 Fitness team training 10 10 10
11 Toughest 11 11
12 Trail running, Mountainbiking & OCR 12 12
13 Triathlon 13 13 13
14 Sea kayaking 14 14
15 Adventure 360 15 15 15
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COMPETENCYCLASSES
13 Danish  
language & culture
If you don’t speak Danish, we encourage you to choose 
the class called ’Danish language & culture’ in the first 
period of your stay. The class is a unique way to learn 
about Denmark – Danish language as well as culture. 

In this class most of our non-Danish students meet to 
exchange knowledge about culture, religion, traditions, 
language, behaviour and much more.

A typical class will usually contain a Danish lesson 
followed by an introduction or discussion about a 
cultural theme. 

We relate to anything from politics and societal struc-
tures to leisure activities or cultural traditions/taboos.

You will get to know Denmark from inside – not like 
the normal tourist. We will visit Danish institutions, e.g. 
schools, elderly homes and also private homes to get 
an insight into the Danish society. 
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COMPETENCYCLASSES
7  Sports psychology & teamplayer*
Are we using our full potential? In this class we will focus on 
this question and analyze how we act when things go well 
or bad. Both with regards to our own individual mentality 
but also with regards to creating a well-functioning team. 

8  Outdoor life
Do you like nature, hiking, hammocking and fire cooking?
When you join the outdoor life class, you will be doing both
day and overnight trips in the beautiful vicinity of our school. 
We work on theoretical and practical basic skills needed for 
outdoor activities. We focus on great nature experiences 
with lots of room for cozy atmosphere and social activities.

8  Outdoor instructor*
Through the course of this class you will achieve instructor’s 
certificates in different outdoor disciplines. With the beau-
tiful, hilly forest and fiord in our backyard we have optimum 
conditions for developing you as an instructor in outdoor 
activities.

9   Music
We will be working with ensemble, theory and audio lear-
ning, song writing, vocal training, chorus and performance
– all on the basis of student wishes and your personal level.
We will be working with coordination, movement and creati-
vity with the shared purpose of joy and playing for all!

11  Police prep*
Students attending police prep prepare for the Danish
police admission examination.

12 Sports journalism*
Students attending sports journalism get challenges within 
journalism and communication in Danish.

13 Danish language & culture
International class is a unique way to learn about Denmark 
– Danish language as well as culture. We practise the 
Danish language and learn about the Danish culture and 
society.

1  Fitness instructor*
Certified by 2 Danish sports organizations you obtain a 
certificate qualifying you as a fitness instructor.

2  Test & training
How do I meassure my fitness progress? Is my fitness 
programme working? Can I trust my body fat percentage 
result? Am I explosive enough? We try to answer questions 
like these. We use advanced equipment in our test centre 
as well as simple tests that only require running shoes. We 
will discuss testing as a tool in regards to motivation and 
efficiency in training among many other things. 

3  Nutrition & metabolism*
You will learn about the consequences of your food intake 
vs. your physical activity. We analyse meals and perform 
tests to discover the effect of exercise, nutrition and water 
intake.

4  Body & Mind
Body & mind is about life style and quality of life. Both body 
and mind are in focus as we take up essential elements 
such as well-being and wellness. We focus on several 
activities, e.g. yoga, massage, mindfulness and meditation. 
You will acquire both theoretical and practical experience. 
We focus on your well-being.

5  Personal power & teambuilding 
This class is about your personal impact. We focus on 
several elements that make up your personal power, e.g. 
charisma, body language, reasoning, drama, presentation, 
listening, stress, solving conflicts, selling yourself. Together, 
we challenge our personalities and appearance.

6  Psychology*
Why do people feel, think and act as they do? We analyze 
and reflect about psychological themes. We are interested in 
human beings as individual creatures, but also as a part of the 
social group and the cultural surroundings. 

Each class is taught 6 lessons a week. Read a short description of the classes here and see further 
information at www.vih.dk/en. In the schedule below you can see which periods you are able to follow 
your favorite classes. *Classes marked with a star are taught in Danish.

AUG - OCT OCT - DEC JAN - FEB MAR - JUNE

1 Fitness instructor 1 1
2 Test & training 2 2
3 Nutrition & metabolism 3 3
4 Body & Mind 4 4
5 Personal power & teambuilding 5 5
6 Psychology 6 6
7 Sports psychology & teamplayer 7 7
8 Outdoor life 8 8
9 Outdoor instructor 9 9
10 Music 10 10
11 Police prep 11 11 11 11
12 Sports journalism 12 12 12
13 Danish language & culture 13 13 13 13
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FACILITIES

We use the facilities in class, but in your free time you 
will be able to enjoy our facilities as well. Furthermore, 
you can play games in the lounge area, jam in the  
music room, break a sweat on the forest obstacle 
course, dribble on the panna- or multi court or hang out 
in the hammock oasis and lots more.

Turn the page to see a picture of a student room.

8 STRENGTH TRAINING ROOM
9.  BEACH VOLLEYBALL

6. INDOOR CLIMBING WALL

4. LARGE GYM
3. TEST CENTRE

1. ECO SWIMMING POOL

7. THE GLOBE

10. BASKETBALL GYM

2. SPINNING ROOM

5. FITNESS & DANCE ROOM 
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A stay at Vejle Sports School will leave a mark for the rest 
of your life. On the opposite page you can read more 
about the experiences of our former international students.
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Language 
skills 

”We have a lot of opportunities to try to new 
things at VIH. I tried adventurerace, kayaking 
and icehockey for the first time. If I stayed in 
Japan I wouldn’t have a chance to do those 
sports. I also improved my English a lot. Al-
though English is the second language in 
Denmark, all the Danish people speak fluent 
and clear English. I couldn’t speak Danish at all, 
so that was a good thing. I really enjoyed the 
stay here!”

1993

Personal 
develop-
ment

“I have definitely learned a lot about myself – 
and about my strengths and weaknesses. I 
am a different person now than when I started 
at the school. It got me out of my comfort 
zone and made me push myself. To begin 
with I was shy, but along the way I found out 
that there was really no reason to be timid. 
The atmosphere here is very cozy. It is called 
“hygge”. Everyone interacts very well. But the 
best thing here is the friends you make. The 
school organization is very social and encour-
ages strong relations between students, but 
also between students and teachers.”

The  
people 
ment. Discussion classes will sometimes focus on topics that we face in our 
lives. You will discuss these topics with people the same age as you and it is 
interesting to hear what they think about them and how to fix them.”

Active life
“I came to Vejle Idrætshøjskole to get better at sports and to improve my 
language skills. It was a good choice, because I really liked being there. I 
can do all the sports that I want in the classes or in my spare time and
both students and teachers are very easy to talk to and extremely kind 
to each other. The teachers are really open – also outside of the classes
and if there is a problem of any kind, they are willing to help. If I have felt a 
bit homesick sometimes, then my roommates have been so kind. There 
are other international students at the school, so people understand that 
you can’t speak Danish. Usually you will get a translation, but otherwise 
you can just ask and people will help you.”

Social 
life

“In my gap year I went to 
Vejle Sports School to do many 
sports in the first place. In terms 
of sport, there is a lot of poten-
tial and it’s fun to try new things. 

The school has a very nice cozy atmosphere. There is 
always someone to talk to, to laugh with and play sports 
with. It is extraordinary how you make friends for life in a 
relatively short time. It felt like a second family at the end 
of the six months.
It is especially amazing how nice and helpful everyone is. 
The contact with the teachers is very different than in the 
Netherlands. Much more informal and personal. They are 
there for the students to learn and to give a gift of time. 
And they are very enthusiastic in everything they do!”

Sports,
friends and
challenges
“It is hard to explain this kind
of school, but I would say that
the school has three components:
First, there is the sports that I came 
for to begin with. I was surprised that 
you can choose between over 20 
different sports. Secondly, there is 
the ”fællesskab” which is actually the best thing here. ”Fællesskab” 
is the Danish word for the fact that it is like one big family here. At 
the school everybody is your best friend. The third thing is the gen-
eral knowledge subjects. This is the part where you also develop 
personally and your point of view will be challenged.”

Moritz Pinkepank
Germany

Judith Boersema
The Netherlands

Erika Palmer 
USA

Sumire Fujita 
Japan

Thomas Ince 
Australia

“The best thing is the people. Everyone is super 
nice and the environment is very supportive. It 
is more like a family since all the students live 
here and you get to talk about things that you 
normally wouldn’t talk about with your friends.
The school stresses your personal develop-

Anna Sofia 
Rosdahl
Iceland
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- go experience
TRIPS
A stay at Vejle Sports School is about
taking in the world. Therefore it is 
important to us to also move the 
school out into the world to challenge 
the students in different surroundings.

Consequently, we have planned 
one trip abroad every semester for 
all students. For the spring term it is 
possible to purchase extra trips.  

Furthermore, we go on an outdoor trip 
in Denmark in early autumn.Page 20  



Ski trip
The skiing trip goes to a region with multiple snow
and mountain activities. You can expect both alpine
skiing and snowboarding challenges along with
other winter activities.

 Sports trip
We head for a destination with warmer climate and 
various possibilities for physical activities.  

Adventure trip to the Alps
We challenge ourselves with adventure activities. It is 
possible to do climbing, white water rafting, mountain 
biking, hiking and canyoning.

ADVENTURE SPORTS  SKI
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1  Guitar for beginners
We play the most basic chords of new and classic songs.

2   Design
We create jewelry, felt, knit, crochet, make leatherwork and 
sew. Only your imagination sets the limit.

3  Film classics
We experience some of the best films in history. We discuss 
the films and perhaps they will change our perspective on 
ourselves and on life.

4  Outdoor cooking
We cook meals over open fire, primarily from raw ingredi-
ents directly from nature.

5  Danish class
You get the opportunity to acquire some Danish language 
skills or improve your Danish language.

6  Dancing
We practise different kinds of partner or group dancing like 
salsa, waltz, etc.

7  Choir
We work to improve your singing voice (e.g. intonation and 
timbre) and sing great songs in unison.

8  GoPro
You learn how to use the functions of a GoPro camera to 
shoot cool films from the right angles. We edit the film so 
you can impress your audience. 

The inspiration classes will provide you with the opportunity
to discover and practise an extra interest or skill.

INSPIRATION CLASS

If you speak a minimum of Danish you can choose 
between even more inspiration subjects.
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Obstacle course track

MTB track

Forest

Vejle town

Vejle Fiord

Beaches

Deer park

LEISURE & LOCATION
Food & accomodation
All students live at the school. Therefore 
you can expect a social atmosphere at all 
times. Meals are served three times a day. 
In between meals we serve refreshments – 
often fruit and bread. You sleep, eat, study 
and spend your spare time at the school. 
Students will be living in rooms with bathroom 
and toilet together with one or two fellow 
students of the same sex.

Free time 
In your free time you are also welcome to use 
our sports facilities, and students often enjoy 
the fantastic surroundings in the outskirts of a 
hilly forest. Students can go for a short walk, 
run or bike ride through the forest to the fjord 
and the beach or to Vejle city centre. Vejle is a 
picturesque town with a pedestrian mall filled 
with shops, boutiques, cafés and bars.
 
Usually there is no homework in between 
classes, but sometimes you can be asked 
to prepare something for class or for a social 
event.

Book a visit or get more information about prices, 
scholarships, admission at www.vih.dk/en.

It is easy to get to
Vejle Sports School from the 
airport (BLL or CPH) train 
station or motorway E45.
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 #vihdk  Join our group ‘internationals for Vejle Sports School’ for updates from the daily school life

www.vih.dk/en · Vejle Sports School · Ørnebjergvej 28 · 7100 Vejle · Tlf. (+45) 75 82 08 11 · kontor@vih.dk 

Udlev drømmen
VEJLE SPORTS SCHOOL


